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ABSTRACT examples of usable processes. A software-based TRNG on
This paper describes a solution for the generation of true the other hand tries to derive a seed by mixing (usually with
random numbers in a purely digital fashion; making it suit- a compression function) different entropy sources (e.g., sys-
able for any FPGA type, because no FPGA vendor spe- tem clock, mouse movement, network statistics); this ap-
cific features (e.g., like phase-locked loop) or external ana- proach is sometimes called a hybrid generator to distinguish
log components are required. Our solution is based on a it from the physical - hardware - TRNG.
framework for a provable secure true random number gen- Historically, physical TRNG were only available in spe-
erator recently proposed by Sunar, Martin and Stinson. It cialized cryptographic devices (smart cards, hardware secu-
uses a large amount of ring oscillators with identical ring rity modules, cryptographic accelerators, ...), but they are
lengths as a fast noise source - but with some deterministic appearing in more mainstream products like trusted platform
bits - and eliminates the non-random samples by appropri- modules, Intel motherboard chipsets [2] and VIA proces-
ate post-processing based on resilient functions. This results sors [3]. The implementation details of these solutions are
in a slower bit stream with high entropy. Our FPGA imple- mostly not published - because of their commercial value
mentation achieves a random bit throughput of more than 2 - but three different techniques seem widely used to gener-
Mbps, remains fairly compact (needing minimally 110 ring ate a random bitstream: sampling jittered oscillators, chaotic
oscillators of 3 inverters) and is highly portable. circuits, and direct amplification of resistor or PN junction
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lators, jitter, resilient functions If the availability of high quality random numbers is re-

quired in an FPGA application, the latter two techniques
1. INTRODUCTION are impossible, because they depend on analog components.

For instance, good RNGs are becoming a necessity to pro-
The security of many cryptographic systems depends upon tect hardware implementations of cryptographic operations
the generation of nonrecurring and/or unpredictable quanti- against side channel analysis [4] - think of masked AES im-
ties; these random numbers are, for instance, used for the plementations [5] or blinded modular exponentiation [4].
generation of session keys, challenges in cryptographic pro- Conventional solutions for digital TRNGs will typically
tocols or padding of plain text messages [1]. While the non- extract randomness from the unpredictable jitter of oscilla-
recurrence property can easily be fulfilled (e.g., by using a tors. The design proposed in [6] samples the jitter of the
linear congruential generator or linear feedback shift register clock signal synthesized by the analog phase-locked loop
with large enough period), unpredictability is more difficult embedded in some FPGAs. Implementations of this con-
to assure. cept have been demonstrated on Altera and Actel FPGAs,

Pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs) typically but this approach cannot be ported to others FPGAs. Xilinx
use some cryptographic mechanism to deterministically pro- FPGAs for instance use digital delay lines, instead of PLLs,
duce a sequence of random numbers from a randomly cho- to provide on-chip clock synthesis. The solution proposed
sen seed; the random seed could, for example, be used as the in [7] relies on an external analog oscillator circuit, making
key of a stream cipher. The generator however still has to be it clearly unusable for tamper resistant and reliable FPGA
seeded by a random number produced by a hardware or soft- applications, especially because disconnecting the external
ware true random number generator (TRNG). Hardware- circuit stops the operation of the RNG. The preferable way
based generators exploit randomness which occurs in phys- to create a jittered oscillation is to rely on ring oscillators,
ical phenomena; nuclear decay and electronic noise are two an odd number of inverters in a ring configuration. The de-
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sign of Kohlbrenner and Gaj [8] uses two ring oscillators to ternal random words r[i] is much closer to a uniform distri-
sample each other, but the placement of these oscillators into bution than that of the das-random bitstream s [i] .
CLBs is tricky because the oscillation frequency needs to be In the second place, the post-processing step is also used
closely matched; to overcome this placement sensitivity the to increase the entropy per bit of the internal random words
authors suggest using more than two ring oscillators. In [9] r[i] by applying a compression function on the input stream
Golic proposes two promising variations on classical ring s[i], resulting in a lower speed output stream with increased
oscillators using concepts from linear feedback shift register randomness. This will be especially important if a noise
(LFSR) design: Fibonacci and Galois ring oscillators. These source is used, that has a low entropy per bit. Compression
new asynchronous circuits with feedback provide a mixture also provides tolerance against environmental changes and
of true randomness (jitter in ring oscillators) and pseudo- tampering.
randomness (LFSR). The design was experimentally imple- Two popular post-processors to reduce bias are the von
mented on FPGA, but real details lack; the implementation Neumann corrector [2] and XOR corrector [6]. The XOR
is said to satisfy standard statistical tests, if very powerful corrector just takes the exclusive-or of pairs of input bits;
post-processing (an irregularly clocked 64-bit LFSR) is ap- consequentially, the input stream is compressed with a fac-
plied. tor 2. The von Neumann corrector also looks at pairs of

The design parameters of most proposals (such as sam- input bits, but uses the first one if the bits are different and
pling frequency, amount of post-processing, and thus the re- otherwise throws them away. The resultant stream will have
sulting bitstream throughput) are mainly determined by trial a variable bit rate, but on average the compression factor
and error until the random bitstream passes the statistical will be 4. Then again, in other proposals more complicated
tests provided by the NIST [10] orDIEHARD [11] test suite. post-processing algorithms than these simple correctors may
Mathematical modeling of the entropy source and justifica- be needed, for example a cryptographic hash function or an
tion of the post-processing is mostly absent. In this respect, extractor function [15].
the approach taken by Sunar, Martin and Stinson is com- When the random number generator is integrated into
pletely different [12]. They start by modeling the entropy a cryptographic module with security certification, an extra
collection process and use this model to specify the design unit performing statistical tests is part of the design. Tra-
parameters, i.e. the number and length of ring oscillators ditionally, NIST has specified some tests for the internal
and the requirements for the post-processor. random numbers r[i]: a continuous test (subsequent ran-

In the article we describe an FPGA realization of the dom number should always be different) and statistical tests
proposal from Sunar et al. All the components of the TRNG that need to be performed on startup of the device (mono-
design are given in Section 2. Section 3 and 4 describe the bit, poker, runs, long runs)'. However, by testing the inter-
noise source and post-processing circuit used in our design. nal random numbers, only the non-recurrence can be ver-
The implementation results are discussed in Section 5. ified, and not the unpredictability; a PRNG will also gen-

erate a uniform probability distribution and pass the sta-
tistical tests, but it does not produce any entropy - like a

2. GENERIC ARCHITECTURE TRNG. The guidelines provided by German IT security cer-
tification authority BSI list a number of tests that need to

Every physical random number generator will follow the be performed on the das-random numbers s[i], before the
generic architecture depicted in Fig. 1, where the definitions post-processing [13]. Evaluation of designs that use a low
of [13, 14] are adopted. entropy noise source and that rely on high compression in

Normally, the random noise source generates an analog the post-processor, is more difficult, because the standard
signal n(t) which is the result of some non-deterministic BSI criteria will not be met.2 To address this problem, the
physical phenomenon. The analog noise signal is digitized concept of a stateless random bit generator is introduced
(e.g., by a comparator), yielding the so-called digitized ana- in [14]. For this class of generators, the verification of a
log signals s[i], briefly denoted as das-random numbers. minimum entropy limit could be performed directly on the
The non-deterministic source and the digitizer together form post-processed random numbers.
the digitized noise source.

The digitized noise signal s [i] is fed into a post-processor 3. NOISE SOURCE
unit which then produces a sequence of m-bit random words
r[i], the so-called internal random numbers. The post-proc- The design proposed by Sunar et al. in [12] aims at gen-
essing algorithm has two goals. First of all, the post-proc- erating random numbers in a purely digital way and conse-
essor needs to adjust the probability distribution of the rawesso rneedsto adjust the probability distribution of the raw 1In the latest revision of the FIPS 140-2 document these statistical testsrandom bitsL,qi. thus compensating statistical imperfections
inside the entropy source or in the digitizer (e.g., offset of a 2To not discriminate against these designs, the BSI has foreseen "alter-
voltage comparator). The probability distribution of the in- native criteria".
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Fig. 1. Generic architecture for a random number generator

length 1

Table 2. The jitter width as a percentage of the period de-
...

0-* * pends on the ring length 1 (measured on a Xilinx Virtex
XCV800) [16].

..
* * \|length 1 25 41 57 67 83 101

k n(t) D-type s[i] jitter/period (%) 1.46 0.91 0.67 0.57 0.56 0.49
+* <41J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~flip-flop

tt::C> / T oscillators 11. lk pairwise relatively prime does not yield
clock fs) better results than using identical ring lengths; thus from

now on we assume that li = 1 for all rings. The statisti-
cal model also allows to determine the required number of

Fig. 2. Noise source based on ring oscillators ring oscillators to fill the entire spectrum of the signal n(t)
with jittered transition zones. Justification of the expected
entropy of the noise source is also provided.

quently uses digital ring oscillators as its noise source (see Nonetheless, they conclude that populating the whole
Fig.2). If an odd number of inverters are connected in a ring spectrum with jitter events is undesirable, because too many
configuration, the output of any of the inverters will oscil- ring oscillators would be necessary. Hence they suggest al-
late from a logical zero to a logic one and back, owing to lowing a fraction of the signal n(t) to be deterministic, but
the instable nature of the circuit. If one inverter is replaced compensating for this in the post-processor. The fill rate f
with a NAND gate, the ring oscillator can be disabled for denotes the portion of spectrum that will be random. Ta-
instance to reduce power consumption. At any point in the ble 1 gives the minimum number k of rings necessary (with
ring a period square wave can be observed. Ideally, the pe- a confidence of 99%) for certain fill rates.3 This number also
riod of this wave linearly depends on the number of inverters depends on the amount ofjitter per period present in the ring
(i.e., the ring length) and the delay of a single inverter. In oscillators. If the jitter width (i.e. the standard deviation for
practice, there is some random variation on the moment the the jitter random variable) is larger, fewer ring oscillators
signal switches; this phenomenon is commonly called jitter. are needed to obtain the same fill rate. Also note that an ex-
The goal of a digital TRNG is to harvest this entropy source ponential effort must be invested to obtain a constant factor
by sampling the uncertain transition zones and not the de- improvement in the fill rate. This fact confirms the observa-
terministic part of the waveform. Generally, two approaches tion that f = 1 is too expensive and that lower fill rates will
exist to extract randomness from jitter: sampling the output yield a more effective design, provided that post-processing
of a ring oscillator using the output signal of another os- can efficiently get rid of the non-random bits.
cillator (coupled oscillators) or combining the signals of a The proportion of the jitter width to the entire period
number of ring oscillators. The framework we build upon, of oscillation is an important property for an implementa-
uses the latter mechanism. The exclusive-or of k ring oscil- tion of this framework. The ratio depends on the technology
lators with length 11,.lk, lk is used as n(t) and this signal used and hence needs to be determined experimentally or
is sampled at a regular clock frequency f, using a D-type 3The results slightly differ from those in the paper of Sunar et al.
flip-flop creating a das-random bitstream s [i] . We believe this is because they used another mathematical program

By modeling the combined signal with a combinatorial producing the inaccurate calculations. All our calculations have been
performed with MAGMA (http://magma.maths.usyd.edu.au!

model Sunar et al. find some important results. In contrast caic!) and have been verified with GPIPARI (http: //pari .math.
to what some have proposed, choosing the length of the ring u-bordeaux. fr/).



Table 1. The number of rings k necessary so that with 99% confidence at least a fraction f of bits produced by the noise
source are non-deterministic.

jitter/ fill rate f
period 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95
4% 45 53 59 70 79 94 107 133 158 231
2% 83 96 110 127 146 169 198 236 292 393
1% 158 182 210 241 277 320 374 445 548 733

Table 3. The period of ring oscillator depends on the ring r[i]
length 1 (measured on a Xilinx Virtex XC2VP30). s[i] -

length I 1 3 5 7 9 13 19 shift register (serial-in/serial-out) shift register
period (ns) 2.7 3.0 5.0 6.6 7.5 10 15 enable (seral-in/parallel-out)

length 1 25 31 41 57 67 83 101 clock(fX)
period (ns) 20 25 38 51 58 72 90

Fig. 3. Efficient implementation of post-processing algo-
by simulations. The jitter of FPGA ring oscillators has been rithm based on cyclic codes
measured in [16, 17]. For a Xilinx Virtex FPGA (XCV800)
the jitter width ranges from 30 to 45 ps.4 The measurements
were only done for long ring length (25 up to 101 invert- 4. POST PROCESSING
ers), because the waveform of shorter rings was not square
- presumably because of the output capacitance when send- By allowing the noise signal n(t) to contain deterministic
ing the oscillation to an output pin of the FPGA. For this bits, the design becomes practical. For example, a fill rate
Xilinx Virtex FPGA the mean period of the ring oscillation of 0.95 necessitates at least 393 ring oscillators, while only
was also quantified and as expected it depends linearly on 110 rings are required if a fill rate of 0.60 is allowed (see
the ring length 1 and on the (technology specific) delay of Table 1, still assuming 2% jitter). Sunar et al. recommend
a single inverter: T 1.77. 1 - 0.11. The measurements the usage of a resilientfunction to eliminate the non-random
of the jitter width proportional to the period are listed in Ta- components in the post-processing unit. They show a simple
ble 2. It seems that this percentage increases for shorter ring technique to obtain suitable resilient functions from error-
lengths, because the jitter width does not decrease as fast as correcting codes. The internal m-bit random words r [i] are
the period when shortening the ring oscillator. calculated using n (> m) das-random bits s [i] using

Our implementation of the design will be realized on
a Xilinx XUPV2P development board with a Virtex II Pro ( r[i] r[i + r - 1] ) ( s[i] ... s[i - n - 1] ).GT
FPGA (XC2VP30). We have measured the period of ring
oscillators5*with different lengths; a simple linear regression rcyclc codes a special class of lnear codes, the genera-
of the measurements in Table 3 gives the following relation: . . '
T 0.88 .1 - 0.23. This difference with the other mea- tor matrix will have the form

surements is due to the fact that this FPGA is fabricated in go 0 ... 0 T
more modern CMOS technology (0.13 ,tm/1.5V as opposed gi go 0
to 0.22 ,tm/2.5V); the logic gates have become twice as fast.
As it is not so easy to quantify the jitter width, specially for
short rings, we assume that the jitter width is 2% of the pe- gn-m-1 gn-m-2 ... go

riod. In practice, ring oscillators located close to each other 0 gn-m-1 ... g l
tend to lock phase. This is why it always important to use :
more post-processing than theoretically required and/or to 0 0 gn-m-1
overcompensate by adding extra ring oscillators.overcompensate__byadding extra ring oscillators.This resilient function can be efficiently implemented

4These measurements seems to be consistent with a post on the using the circuit depicted in Fig. 3. The first n - m cy-
comp.arch.fpga newsgroup by a Xilinx engineer stating that jitter of an cles the input bits s [i] are shifted into a register of n - m
FPGA ring oscillator will be about 40 to 60 ps peak to peak.

Ir -* bits. The next m, cvcles the outnut bits r[i] are nroducedsA latch needs to be added in the ring in order that the oscillator can to
be synthesized by the Xilinx tools. This latch just adds some extra delay by XOR-ing a number of the bits of the shift register. The
and thus increase the period a bit. position of the taps is determined by the generator matrix



of the cyclic code. The resilient function has a compres- Table 4. The resource usages of the design (on a Xilinx
sion factor of-'and can correct d-1I "errors" in m inputn c c Virtex XC2VP30) depends on the number of rings k and the
bits. The designer has to choose d such that d1 > f; thatbits. The designer has to choose d such that d- > f that length 1 used as noise source; post-processing is done with a
is, the resilient function can correct more non-random bits
than are produced by the noise source. A good tool to assist
in the selection of suitable linear codes is available on [18]. noise source k I # slices
A trade-off between the hardware cost of the noise source reference 110 13 1664 (12 %)
(number of inverter gates needed) and the complexity of the minimal 110 3 565 (4 %)
post-processing (mainly flip-flops and XOR gates) can be robust 210 3 973 (7 %)
exploited.

slices (see Table 4). In case we overestimated the jitter on
5. RESULTS the more modem Xilinx FPGA, it would be safer to use more

rings; for example, 210 rings increases the slice count to
Sunar et al. end their paper with a brief description of a sam- 973 but allows the standard deviation of the jitter to be cxr
ple design, by picking some realistic values for the parame- 0.O1T (instead of 2% of the period).
ters of the framework. They propose to use rings of 13 in- We have checked our design with standard tests (NIST
verters and assume based on the experimental results of [17] and DIEHARD) and confirmed that the statistical properties
that these ring oscillators havea perd of 5n s, 40 of the produced random numbers are fine. This however
MHz) and that the jitter has a standard deviation of 50 ps, 50 does not validate that the design indeed produces 0.97 bits
cx = 0.02T. The framework suggests that these parameters entropy per output bit.7
yield at least 0.97 bits of entropy per sampled bit. In order It is also nice to point out that our minimized version
to achieve a fill rate f of at least 0.60 their calculation shows satisfies the requirements of a stateless random bit generator
that 114 rings6 are needed. The resilient function they sug-
gest is based on a cyclic [256,16,113]-code [19]. This post- redettless as thesamlin frequecy MHz is suffi-
proesingha a omresio fato 256 16adcn ered stateless as the sampling frequency (40 MHz) iS suffi-p 16 ciently small compared to the noise source bandwidth (more

filter out 112 corrupted bits, while only (1- 0.6) .256 103 than 300 MHz) and the post-processor is memoryless be-
out of 256 bits are expected be deterministic. When sampled cause sequentially produced internal random numbers r[i]at~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ caus MHz,n l prduerandoma rando number r[i]2.bsspodcdat 40 MHz, arandom bit rate of 1 2.5 Mbps is produced. only depend on the das-random bits s[i] and not on each

In our research, we have implemented this proposal on a other. Since our random number generator is stateless, and a
Xilinx FPGA and we have verified that the theoretical back- detailed statistical model of the noise source is provided, we
ground of the framework indeed holds in practice. In or- believe it should be possible to certify the design, given that
der to minimize the required hardware resources, we made appropriate (online) statistical tests on the post-processed
a slight change to the original proposal. By using ring oscil- random number are applied.
lators with a shorter length, namely 1 = 3, we significantly
reduced the number of inverters needed in the noise source.
However, it is a bit unclear whether this has a big influence 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
on the available jitter; the measurements from [16, 17] seem
to suggest that shorter rings result in more jitter per period We have verified that the framework for the provable secure
and thus potentially more randomness. The downside of our true random number generator proposed by Sunar et al. is
adjustment is that fact that the ring oscillators will not create efficiently implementable on any FPGA type. In order to
a good square waveform, so maybe the theoretical model no reduce the hardware requirements we propose using shorter
longer holds. From our own measurements (see Table 3) we ring oscillators, but also suggest using more rings than the-
know that ring length 3 gives a period of 3 ns (i.e., 333 MHz) oretically necessary. Furthermore we have verified that an
and hence potentially a higher sampling frequency can be real implementation of design passes all common statistical
used. The fact that fewer inverters (around 13/3 4 times) tests.
could lead to much higher random bitstream (333/40 8 Interesting future work would be to better measure the
times) appears rather suspicious. Because of this, we de- jitter of short ring oscillators and test the robustness of the
cided to keep the sampling frequency at 40 MHz. We also FPGA implementation. What happens when the operating
keep the choice of the [256,16,113]-code, because cyclic 7

kodee the chiclefthe [256,16,1e3]-coen ba ser c 7In the latest version of their paper Sunar et al. state that the entropy
codes caiginaimplemente (win t

very efficiet mter.1before the resilient function is H pfN, so for their sample design 0.59
The original proposal (with I1= 13) uses 1664 slices bits. To verify this experimentally, we tried compressing the das-random

of the FPGA, while the minimal version only occupies 565 bitstreams with bzip2 but this was not possible. Other statistical tests, like
__________________________ ~~~~~~~~Mauer's universal statistical test, however fail, showing that the das-random

6More precise calculations suggest k =110 is sufficient (see Table 1). numbers contain statisticals defects that get corrected by the post-processor.
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